
It's Summer Party Time!

Skene / Fay
Annual Summer Bash!
Saturday August 3, 2013

The bash starts at 1:44 pm and goes until whenever. Dinner starts after 5:30PM Please bring a dish 
(appetizer or main) to pass, if you come before 8:00pm. If you come after 8:00 pm please bring 
some type of a snack or dessert. Remember that these don't have to be big things, or large 
quantities. Just something to add to the variety and available food supply. Something to drink or a 
contribution to the "liquid refreshment" fund would be appreciated. There will be food trays with 
chicken, pulled pork, hot dogs, salads, and other snacks available throughout most of the day. If 
for some reason you are unable to bring something, that’s OK, show up anyway!  

We have commercial slushy machines cranking out margaritas for the adults, and frozen 
cappuccino.  Beer should be on ice, pop in buckets (Soda for those of you from other parts of the 
country), and plenty of room for everyone to dance.

The party will be located at David and Joanna Fay's home. We began combining summer parties 
about ten years ago. The festivities will be all over the property, garage/barn, yard, driveway, and 
house. 

The address is:
4270 White Oak Trail
Commerce Township, MI 48382

This is located just off Duck Lake road, ¼ mile South of Commerce Road.
Kind of on the edge of Commerce Township, Wixom, and Milford
boundaries.

I listed the complete address here, so you can print your own maps. I have found that people are 
coming from too many directions for me to furnish detailed maps. Once you get close to the area, 
you'll hear the music.

White Oak Trail is basically the driveway for a middle school. The house is on the North side of 
the lane. Please park in the school parking lot. If you have something large to bring in, by all 
means back into the driveway and unload before parking across at the school. We're here to have 
fun, not make you work.

Pictures from previous party can be found at:   http://www.wesan.com/party.htm

Bring your decked out bike, classic, or hot rod cars. We have a car show every year. 
(Sorry pics weren't updated to include all the great cars we've had) 
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As mentioned before, there will be volley ball, horse shoes, swimming, also a hot tub, euchre 
games, eating, drinking, dancing, and singing. You are not obligated to participate in any 
activities, nor are you excluded from participating in any of them. Relax, and have a blast. We 
have a diverse crowd coming, so there should be plenty going on. There will also be a grill, oven, 
and microwave available if you're bringing something that requires it. 

Eat some chips and dip, take a dip in the pool, soak in the hot tub and soak up some margaritas. 
Join in a full court volleyball game, do some foot stomping booty shaking dancing, and then do it 
all over again. 

Please RSVP so we have an idea of a head count. Include yourself, spouse/date, or kids in tow.

Please note:  Due to severe inconveniences at previous parties, children are more than welcome. 
But they are to be supervised by a PARENT at ALL times. This is not a day care center, you are 
responsible for your children. Everyone is here to relax and enjoy themselves, and that does not 
include having to continually watch, or chase someones else's children around and keep them out 
of trouble. 
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

 
E-mail= skene@wesan.com, or skene@glis.net,    My cell phone number is 248-318-4461,    
and the house number for the day of the party is 248-685-0270

Hope to see you there!

Brian Skene
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